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The Happiest Mom Coah
WHEN YOU *REALLY* NEED TO HIT THE RESET BUTTON

Day 1

Gratitude
I know first hand that it isn't always easy to find something to be grateful for.
Some days, it can feel downright impossible.
Like, the day I found out my 3 year old son had cancer (and all the hard days after-- both in and out of
the hospital)
Like, the day I learned my husband was on life support 6,000 miles away. Like all the days of being a
mom to kids who needed more than I ever felt like I could give them.
I know that asking you to write a gratitude list right now, when you're exhausted and overwhelmed
Big Ask.
and depressed and anxious is

REALLY

I wouldn't ask you if I didn't believe, with my whole heart, that it is the first step on a journey that
leads to a better, happier, lighter life.

Feeling overwhelmed, inadequate, and just plain DONE is heavy.
But those feelings you have, Mama -- the ones that sometimes feel like love-tinged with sadness or
boredom or even resentment-- do not have to feel like the heavy shackles it may feel like today. With
gratitude as your gentle companion, you learn to walk in your life with your human emotions, instead
of struggling against them. Your life does not have to be heavy. And it truly can be one that is joy and
beauty filled. That's why we are doing this. We are hitting the reset button so you can peek through
the fog of your own humanity again and shine in the light of the sun of all the wonderfulness
available to you. I promise you can make a choice to start turning this heavy stuff around today..
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YOUR TURN

GRAB A NOTEBOOK.
CHOOSE ONE WITH LOTS OF EMPTY PAGES.

YOU'RE GOING TO WANT THEM.
THIS IS A PRACTICE YOU WILL WANT TO KEEP.

You're going to write a list, every day, of 25 things you are grateful for.
You're not going to overthink it. And you're not going to quit. You can do
this. I promise you.
Here are a few ideas to get you started:
List 5 people you are grateful for (past and present.)
List good 5 lessons you've learned from those people
List 5 things you see from where you are sitting. (I'm guessing you
feel at least a little gratitude for the chair you're sitting in, the paper
you're writing on, the pen you're writing with, and your physical and
mental abilities that allow you to write.)
List 5 experiences you've had in your life that you feel thankful for.
List 5 good things you believe about yourself or life or the world.
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#2

Beauty
I am, by gift and trade, a writer. I do not mean to say that I am particularly
gifted--but, that rather, I don’t remember a time where I didn’t see the
world through writer’s eyes. And this, my friends, has turned out to be an
amazing gift to me.
I notice things.
I notice beauty.
I notice the little tells a person gives when they are upset, or falling in love,
or planning a lie.
I notice intentions behind words and body language that doesn’t match the
words, and words that don’t match a person’s tone.
I can’t help myself.
The world, to me, is full of breadcrumbs and beauty and mystery. All we
have to do is notice.
That’s what tool number 2 is all about.
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Beauty, your turn.

Today, I dare you to notice the little things you
normally don’t. It may be the voices of the
neighbors outside chatting, the way the ring of
coffee stained your cup with a unique border,
or the way the cold tile feels against the dry skin
of your feet. Slow down. Take it in. Just see the
world and how amazingly intricate and
beautiful it really can be.
Just really look.

Open your notebook again. Write the impressions you had today. Write
down what was good. Write down what was beautiful. This record you are
keeping, it will help. It will serve as a reminder on the days when nothing
seems beautiful and everything seems lost.
It will remind you beauty is always all around you.
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#3

Daydreams
I do not keep it a secret that I am a bit of a Disney freak. When I decided to move to
California a year after my husband died, I had two parameters: Good schools for my kids
and less than a 30 minute drive to Disneyland. And, that is exactly what I got. 25 minutes
without traffic (on surface streets) to Disneyland. I will give up almost anything before I will
give up my annual passes (update: Disneyland took it away from ALL of us for right now.
Sigh). I truly love my time at Disneyland--and not for the reasons you might think.
Disneyland, to me, is a place I don’t need to work to feel grateful. I notice so many
hardworking cast members and so many unseen Imagineers who have put their hearts and
souls into creating beauty. It inspires me.
Disneyland has almost always been my daydream. I’ve spent much of my life daydreaming
about living close to Disneyland again--and we first moved away when I was 4 years old!
Walt Disney himself said:

"First, think. Second, believe. Third, dream.
And finally, dare.”

Nothing in our life ever happens with intention until we do those things. I had a thought
that I’d like to live near Disneyland. I believed (eventually) that there had to be a way to
make that happen. Then, I dreamed (and dreamed and dreamed) about what life I would
build in California if decided to make it happen. And then…

I dared to do it.
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Daydreams, your turn.
Today, I dare you to DREAM.
If money were not an object, what would your
life look like?
If you could have any career in the world, what
would it be?
If you were to fall in love again, what would you
want it to feel like?
If you were to be happy again, what would you
do with all that happiness?
Open your notebook. Write a letter from your future self as if all your
dreams have already come true. Tell yourself all about it. Then, tell
yourself how you're going to make it happen.

If you're ready to start working
towards those dreams, email me to
set up a free
coaching session.
I help women uplevel their lives from
overwhelming to overflowing with
gratitude, fun, creativity and love.
I can't wait to hear from you!
LESLIE@THEHAPPPIESTMOMCOACH.COM

